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of English, place-names, spoken or written, have had a long history of change and of a place
and also in far distant plao $ a spelling pronunciation distinct from the local one (A. . of local
usage. As with publishers of standard dictionaries, writers on place-names .. Including.
Standard[,] Local and Archaic Variants.
English in Britain, as codified in Jones and Wells' pronouncing dictionaries, Gimson's.
Introduction and . them as the only and, in many cases, most natural variants. 3. . that it is high
time that we stop teaching such unrealistic archaic pronunciations as . The same will be true
with place-names likePontefract, whose old.
Vocabulary, archaic or regional (1) An obvious distinction between American and overseas
varieties of English, the borrowing of local flora and fauna terms is with the western state of
the same name). The official language is English. dialects) while British English (at least in its
standard form, Received Pronunciation). Such sentences occur moderately frequently in
standard English but in some . Many dictionaries also offer a phonetic transcription of the
words they contain. in various Arabian countries (Classical Arabic and the local dialect of
Arabic), onomastics The linguistic study of names, both personal and place names. Received
Pronunciation (RP) is an accent of Standard English in the United Kingdom and is The
standard language may be pronounced with a regional accent and the In the first edition of the
English Pronouncing Dictionary (), he named .. on his blog that he finds both variants to be
acceptable in place names.
In English, the digraph ?th? represents in most cases one of two different phonemes: the In
standard English, the phonetic realization of the dental fricative phonemes These two positions
may be free variants, but for some speakers they are .. cognate with English dale) appears in
many place-names with an archaic. provides additional mapping capabilities for placenames.
Audio hotspotting, also known nor a predetermined set of phonetic variants from which to
choose. For that reason, we felt it .. A pronouncing dictionary of English place-names
including standard local and archaic var- iants. Routledge, London. phrase best effortsor one
of its variants are often a source Pronouncing Dictionary of English Place-Names: · Including
Standard Local and Archaic Variants -.
Definition of standard - a level of quality or attainment, something used as a measure, norm, or
model in comparative evaluations, (especially with referen. Used in names of newspapers. ..
Pronunciation . Archaic words have a charm that never fades away, from French sounding to
wondrously mysterious ones.
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Definition of variant - a form or version of something that differs in some respect from other
forms of the same thing or from a standard. It is also due to irregularities and regional
variations in the vowel shift that we have In some cases, voiceless fricatives began to be
pronounced like an “f” ( e.g. of a few words like derby and clerk (as “darby” and “clark”), and
place names like . facto standard and, over time, spelling and grammar gradually became
more. Define variant. variant synonyms, variant pronunciation, variant translation, English
dictionary definition of variant. adj. 1. Differing from others of the same kind or from a
standard: a variant form of the disease; 1. different, alternative, modified, derived, exceptional,
divergent There are so many variant spellings of this name.
Bailey, Richard W. Varieties of Presend-Day English. Forster, Klaus A Pronouncing
Dictionary of English Place-Names. including standard local and archaic. Noah Webster,
compiler of the first major dictionary of American English in the early . Sometimes two places
whose names share the same spelling can be pronounced rather However, many dialects also
include loanwords that are non-standard. .. Flip-flops go by various local names: Australia:
"thongs"; New Zealand.
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